Abstract: This paper summarizes basic properties of PPTs and shows that each PPT belongs to one of six different classes. Mapping an ordered sequence of PPTs into a corresponding sequence of these six classes makes it possible to use them in cryptography. We pose problems whose solution would facilitate such cryptographic application.
Introduction
Pythagorean triples have been found on cuneiform tablets of Babylon [1] and they are important in Vedic ritual and described in early geometry books of India [2] - [5] and in the works of Euclid and Diophantus.
For a PPT, a,b,c cannot all be even. Also, a, b cannot both be odd and c even, because then a 2 + b 2 is divisible by 2, whereas c 2 is divisible by 4. One of a and b must, therefore, be odd, and we will use the convention that b is even. Also note that the factors (c -b) and (c+b) of (c 2 -b 2 )
must both be squares because they cannot have common factors other than 1 for otherwise they would not be primitive. If c+b = s 2 and c-b=t 2 , where s and t are different odd integers with no common factors, solving them yields: is seen as a point on the unit circle, it means that a countably infinity of these points are rational. Note further that every odd number is a difference of the squares of two consecutive numbers and a subset of them is perfect squares. A sequence that generates a subset of PPTs is (2n+1, 2n 2 +2n, 2n 2 +2n+1) for
PPTs may be indexed in a variety of ways. It was shown by Barning [6] , [7] that they may be generated in a tree starting with the triple (3,4,5) using the three matrix transformations below:
Figure 1. First three generations of primitive Pythagorean triples
In this paper we summarize basic properties of PPTs and show that each PPT belongs to one of six different classes. It is shown how an ordered sequence of PPTs transformed into these six classes could have use in cryptography. We pose problems whose solution would facilitate their cryptographic application.
Brief History
The earliest statement of the theorem of the square on the diagonal (Pythagoras theorem), together with some examples, is to be found in the geometry text of Baudhāyana (c. 800 BC). In his Śulba Sūtra 1.12 and 1.13, it is stated [2] :
The areas (of the squares) produced separately by the length and the breadth of a rectangle together equal the area (of the square) produced by the diagonal. This is observed in rectangles having sides 3 and 4, 12 and 5, 15 and 8, 7 and 24, 12 and 35, and 15 and 36.
O'Conner and Robertson in their history of mathematics project take Baudhāyana to be 800 BC [8] . Seidenberg [9] presents various arguments for an early date for the knowledge of the Pythagoras theorem in India (for other aspects of early Indian mathematics, see [10] - [12] and for the altar ritual that provides the context in which this mathematics was used in the Śulba Sūtras, see [13] , [14] ). Van der Waerden saw a ritual origin to the discovery of Pythagoras [15] . The Śulba Sūtras are texts of applied geometry that provide techniques to draw altars of different shapes and sizes in a convenient manner. The word śulba means a "cord", "rope", or "string" and the root śulb signifies "measurement". The cord has marks (nyañcana in Sanskrit) that indicate where the intermediate pegs are to be fixed. Thus a cord of 12 units length with nyañcana at 3 and 7, can be readily stretched to yield the right-angled triangle (3, 4, 5) .
It is significant that of the six examples given by Baudhāyana, five are primitive triples: In the altar of Figure 2 , the triple (12,35,37) could also be used as a check on the accuracy of the construction.
Representing Pythagorean Triples as Gopal-Hemachandra Numbers
Consider the Gopala-Hemachandra (GH) quadruple (g,e,f,h). The GH sequence, named after two mathematicians who lived before Fibonacci [16] Looking at Figure 3 , if we consider the middle child in sequence across generations using quadruples, we have the sequence:
...
In the last column, if we call the nth term as d(n), then d(n)=2d(n-1)+d(n-2).
The ratio r= textual notices about him being the younger brother of the great grammarian Pāṇini are right) as shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Fibonacci sequence obtained from the Meru Prastāra
There exists a variant to the Barning tree for generating PPTs [17] that will not be discussed here.
Indexing Using s and t Numbers
A more convenient indexing than obtained using the Barning tree is where relatively prime s and t numbers are used in an array where s > t. This may be seen in the diagram shown below: 
Two Problems for Cryptographic Application of w subsequences
Given a choice of a PPT and its immediate successors that we call x n ,x n+1, …, one may write down the corresponding w(x)s. For example, in the list of 33 PPTs given above, the four-unit long subsequences are: ABCD, BCDE, CDEB, DEBE, EBEC, and so on. One may easily check that for the first 13 PPTs, a subsequence of length 4 suffices for unique identification of each of the PPTs.
Starting with an indexing scheme for PPTs (Barning tree or indexing using s and t numbers, or some other scheme), one can generate w-subsequences of suitable length to map messages. But for this to become an effective cryptographic scheme, it is essential to solve the following problems:
1. What is the minimum size, i, of a subsequence w(x n ), w(x n+1 ), …, w(x n+i-1 ) so that x n less than a certain value (in terms of the number of elements in the indexed set) can be uniquely identified? A related problem is: how does the value of i vary with n? 2. Is there an efficient way to compute x n given w(x n ), w(x n+1 ), …, w(x n+i-1 ) ?
The solution to these problems would help determine the cryptographic complexity of the wsequences.
Conclusions
This paper is an introduction to the use of PPTs in cryptography. General properties of PPTs are summarized; their description in Indian texts and the context in which they were used is given. It is shown that each PPT belongs to one of six distinct classes and it is proposed that this property be used for cryptographic applications. Two problems are posed whose solution would facilitate the application of PPTs to cryptography.
